
Logs InsightCat v0.3.344 has been released. What’s new?
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Table JSON

apache.status.hostname agent.name header curvesTime

@timestamp Apr 1, 2021 @ 12:47:33.412

_id HmTUjHgBDOacCTqbulnM

agent.name filebeat-demo-daemon-2clkf

agent.type filebeat

agent.hostname filebeat-demo-daemon-9mbx2

agent.ephemerical_id 00a480b6-eef4-4c1a-b6ce-b9c775cc9b22

apache.status.bytes_per_req 768.002

apache.status.bytes_per_sec 256.000

apache.status.hostname filebeat-product-daemon-9mbx2

apache.status.total_kbytes 128.000

event.duration 10000

host.architecture x86_64

host.hostname filebeat-demo-daemon-2clkf
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Log Management
Centralized log data aggregation, detailed analysis, 

and parsing to better secure your IT environment

Business Challenge 

Each event in a network generates data. The recorded 
information accommodates in the form of logs produced by your 
OS, apps, clouds, servers, etc. As a rule, enterprises are prone to 
ignore the need to analyze produced data since it is a complex 
process that requires time and investment. However, the 
complexity of organizations’ network environments makes it easy 
for digital threats to move through different parts of your 
infrastructure and destroy them gradually or entirely. The lack of 
log management stages means that one day you can find 
yourself open to digital attacks and let malicious activity remain 
undiscovered.

Get log data from your infrastructure to speed up debugging, 
simplify and speed up troubleshooting procedures, keep up 
with mass information that helps determine the root cause. 

Solution

Logs are crucial to security visibility. InsightCat Logs helps 
advance your incident response and enhance corporate security 
by providing your IT with a log management solution. The regular 
log aggregation and the thresholds option allow you to analyze 
log data, assume system behavior and streamline alerting for 
your technical specialists in the case of critical issues. 

Specify the log data lifecycle rhythm to explore the log activity 
trends and filter them within the InsightCat platform based on 
your needs and preferences. 

Improved security

Centralization

Standardization

Reduce attack surface by 

improving response times, 

detecting errors or 

malicious activity, and 

monitoring every action in 

real-time. 

Follow the same format to 

standardize log data drawn 

from different systems. 

Standardize once to make 

it easier to carry out, 

maintain and generate 

insights about your IT 

infrastructure.

Don't waste time on 

searching, aggregating, 

storing, and analyzing log 

data from different 

sources. Do everything in 

one single platform that 

covers all log-oriented 

tasks. 

Benefits to Your 
Organization
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Key features

Data integrity 

Get log data from all IT assets, collected in a 
single centralized log management solution. 
Insight Cat allows you to see all events that 
happened in your network, view them in the format 
you need, such as a table or JSON, and stay 
constantly informed about the system’s 
performance with no hidden or undetected 
activities. 

Automation 

No need to review all of these logs manually 
each day. All logging information is passed to 
Insight Cat platform and is easily searchable, 
filterable, and easy to format to the 
organisation’s needs. Log monitoring software 
takes care of these tasks by using rules to 
automate the review of these logs and point out 
events that might represent problems or threats. 

Set up your thresholds 

Define the thresholds of your system to avoid 
being overloaded with log information. Also, set 
up your own configurations for a more accurate 
understanding of which events need an immediate 
response and which can be postponed or ignored. 

Best experience in your log monitoring 

Synchronise the log management within 
the company. Keep your team involved and 
informed across all departments and 
positions. Insight Cat and it's team of 
experts can ease this burden, leaving you 
able to focus on other pressing tasks. 

Anytime, Anywhere 

The Insight Cat, a log management 
solution, gives you complete control of the 
logging process from the initial search to 
defending against insider and outsider 
threats.  

Secure to work remotely

Remote work generates logs on security access 
points, remote access, server logs, terminal 
services, and application logging — all of which 
are fed into an organization’s security information. 
With a centralized Insight Cat solution, you’ll be 
able to optimize your SIEM, increase your 
likelihood of meeting compliance requirements, 
and be able to log from more places with easy 
searchability, even when your employees work 
from different parts of the world.


